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The long associations of varied ethnic groups have enriched India in their own ways. The
geographical beauty of India thus came to be complimented by an enormous wealth of culture and
traditions and its attraction continues unabated in all seasons and for all reasons holidays in India
continue to beckon all kinds of travelers - the well heeled as well as the budget travelers, the
adventurous ones to simply family trips.

As Mark Twain has correctly said "India is the one land that all men desire to see and having once
seen, by even a glimpse, would not give that glimpse for the shows of all the rest of the globe
combined". Holidays in will take you to the land where the single object reflects the auras of riches
of history. It includes royal tours, nature tours, hill station tours, pilgrimage tours, adventurous tours,
exotic tours etc. Everyone need an another life to visit all the sites of India.

India is always a wonderland for travelers so Holidays in India have got various Adventure Tours
such as Trekking in Himachal Pradesh, Water sports in Goa, Camel Safari in Rajasthan etc. Cruise
holidays have got special relevance amongst holidays in India although being limited in number
such as Goa Cruises, tourists can either enjoy a day time cruise or choose to relish the golden
beauty of the sunset cruise and there are also full moon cruise for those who wish to soak in the
silvery beauty of the moon, and others are Andaman Cruises, Kerala Backwater Cruise,
Brahmaputra & Ganges River Cruise etc.

Tourist have an open spirit indomitable desire to explore the India that takes them to great heights
of the mountains, the depth of the ocean beads, to the ruggedness of the deserts or the liveliness of
the lush green forests. The experiences that they get at different parts of the India have many
colors, but, many colors together make the experience called as . Holidays in India.

Holidays in India still remains unexplored even in a time when it has emerged as globally
recognized travel destination, from ages India has emerged as one of the well chosen luxury travel
destinations not only from the point of view of plentifulness of the exotic travel destinations but also
spreaded length and breadth of the country that enchants the glory of the nation.

Holidays in India has no dearth of travel destinations and enjoyment. There are luxurious trains like
Palace on wheels that take you to great tourist gateways, and the luxury tour operators arrange for
all the comfort that one can imagine while traveling on buses, trains or chartered cars. The serve the
passengers with great food, entertainment and the comfort of all kinds. Holidays in India keep no
stones unturned to provide with the ultimate luxurious treatments to their guests. The luxury resorts
at Kerala are happy to be able to provide their guests with Ayurvedic Spa experiences that tourists
find extremely gratifying to their mind, body and soul.
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Design My Travel Plan is dedicated to creating personalized a   Holidays in India    travel
experiences that go beyond the basic sightseeing tours. We has been able to attract tourists directly
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from Europe, U.S.A., U.K. as well as from other parts of the World. Our efforts lay stress to make
the tourist feel at home, relaxed and have a memorable tour experience .We deliver best services,
so that you can enjoy your  a   Vacation in India  ..
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